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ILLUMINATION FROM A RADIATING DISK

By Paul D. Foote, As&kant Physicist

Some time ago there appeared in the transactions of the Illu-

minating Engineering Society a discussion of the illumination

produced by a diffusely and uniformly radiating circular disk

at any point in space on a surface parallel to the disk. 1

The integral there obtained is incorrect and the approximation

method given in detail is not warranted, since the correct solu-

tion is very readily obtained and is much simpler and more con-

venient to use than the approximation formula presented in the

paper above referred to. Very possibly the solution of this prob-

lem has appeared in various journals, but it seemed worth while

to call attention to the question at the present time.

REFERRING TO FIG. 1

Problem: To find the illumination E due to a circular disk of

uniform brightness i and radius a, at any point in space on a sur-

face parallel to the disk.

Assumptions: (i) Diffuse radiation and hence the validity of

Lambert's cosine law.

(2) Inverse square law for infinitesimal points.

Notation : OC — perpendicular to the disk at its center.

D = point at winch the illumination is desired.

X = perpendicular from D to line OC, i. e. = dis-

tance of D from axis of symmetry.

K = perpendicular distance of D from plane of disk.

Other quantities are evident from Fig. 1

.

1 Juuci, 111. Bag. Sue. Trans., 6, p, 281; iyxo.
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E = = due to element dw at B.

{dw = pd\pdp)

Jo Jo (xi + p'+IO-2xpsm+y

Put cos a = sin \j/ and integrate in respect to da.

Let P^x2 +p 2 +K 2
.

Q=~2Xp

E=iK> r Pdp r\u^n
a—

T

2
Jo Jo (P+Q cos a) 2

[ Vol. U

Fig. 1

P2 must be greater than Q2 for any possible combination of

variables or constants, if K >o when x <a. Hence:

r ppdp

Jo (p*-qv
E = 27ri K2

FutA=x2 +K2

B-=-2(x2 -K 2

)

Let y =p 2

i£>o when *<a
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Then:
ydyE=AwiK2
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illumination at any point in space on surface parallel to the disk,

except K = when x <a.

SPECIAL CASES

Problem: Illumination at point on a line perpendicular to disk

from a point on the circumference of the disk, i. e., x-'a.

Problem: Illumination at point on a line perpendicular to disk

at the center, i. e., x = o.

iriV 2a 2

"*
2LiCa +a3

J
(3) *-%VT*l
which is the form derived by Hyde. 2

As a particular example, let 71-1/2 = 1 unit, and a = 1 unit.

For equation (1) let x= 1.1 units and let it be desired to obtain

the illumination at various distances K along a line parallel to

the axis of symmetry but distant 1 . 1 units from it.

By equation (2) the illumination is obtained at various dis-

tances K along a line parallel to the axis of symmetry but distant

from it by 1 unit.

By equation (3) the illumination along the axis of symmetry

is given. These three equations take the following form for the

above special conditions.

f K2 +0.21 "] '

(i)' E' = 1 - ~/v7.
,

—f>2 ,

= (no restriction on K)
L V^ +4-42 K +0.0441 J

'

(3)' E ' =WT1 Kfl °

'Hyde, this Bulletin, 3, p. t&; 1907.
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These three curves are represented graphically by Fig. 2. The
general equation derived above does not hold for K = o when
x <a, but is correct for any distance greater than zero, even though
this distance be infinitely small. The illumination approaches,

durante.

Fig. 2.

—

Illumination versus distancefrom diffusely radiating disk

for example, when x = i, the value of 1, as K approaches o, but it

is conceivable that the illumination may have a different value

at the mathematical point K = o.
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